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ABSTRACT

This report describes the detail design and fabri-

cation of the thrust stand and the 30 cm thruster. It

includes results of tests performed on single components

and also on component systems. Analysis of the eifect of

rtion on the thrust vector meanexternal environmrnital viba.

su • 2ment accaracy is also included. A mechanically iso-

lated vacuum chamber is shown in i lt' s preliminary planning

stage. Thruster tests were performed and results

described.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The "floating" thrust stand described in the previous quarterly
report was designed in detail during this period, and fabrication was
begun,	 Because of the low force. level (10- 4 lb) to be measured with
this thrust stand, the electrical leads which will be used between the
fixed and tle floating portion of the stand have received special atten-
tion.	 The spring rates of several configurations of flexible cabling
have been tested, and a photoelectric sensor has been devised for de-
tecting the motion of the floating platform from its "null" (and thus
balanced) position. 	 Electromagnetic force motors similar to loud-
speaker voice coils have been designed and fabricated to provide the
necessary force to return the thrust stand to the null position, 	 Girolli-
try for detecting the position change of the sensor and driving the f0TCe

motor has been designed and breadboarded, and the loop has been tested
for response, sensitivity, and linearity.

A vibration survey was performed to determine the vibration
level in the 9 ft	 vacuum test chamber; '%.,he results indicate that the 	 ac-
celeration level is on the order of	 3 x 10 -3 g	 at a frequency of 25 Hz
at the center of the chamber.	 Depending on the platform structural
rigidity, this frequency vibration or some harmonic could be trans-
mitted to the thrust stand and cause background noise.	 One solution
is to mount the thrust stand on rubber pneumatic vibration, isolators
with resonance frequencies of approximately 1. 5 Hz to insure the re-
moval of chamber transmitted vibration problems. 	 A high priority
program is now proceeding to set a 4 ft	 chamber upright and install
rubber -pneumatic vibration isolators with less than the 	 1. 5 Hz reso-

; f nance frequency,	 Present estimates indicate that 60 days will be re-
quired to complete the task. 	 This estimate is compatible with the pro-
gram schedule for the start, of thrust stand and thruster integration.



An oxide cathode 30 cin thruster has been designed and fabri-
cated. The electrodes incorporate a center support; the outer supports
for the accel electrode are normally mounted from the screen electrode
on dual leaf spring assemblies which allow differential thermal growth
of the electrodes without imposing a large bending monient on the screon
electrode. The supports were designed for use on thrust stand tests of
the thruster with axial, lateral, and radial displacements imposed. The
displacements will be caused by mechanisms driven by a solenoid act-
uated stepping rnotor device. On the thrust stand the accel electrode
will be mounted through the outer supports on a plate which is a part of
the thruster mounting plate. One stepping motor will cause the plate to
move axially, another will cause tilting, a third will cause the electrode
to rotate, and a fourth will cause lateral motion, Tests performed on
commercial stepping motors show that with minor modification they will
provide sufficient operating torque and reliability to actuate these
mechanisms,

2



11.	 THRUST STAND DBISION

r
The thrust stand design concept and analysis were discussed in

the previous quarterly report, Force motor and electronic system

requirements were determined on the basis of the analysis and esti-

mated weights at, the start of this program, Because V functional

considerations 
the 

thruster was located on the top, with the thrust

directed upward. The center section contains the force naotor and

sensors; this is the preferred orientation because there components

should be near tho center of gravity, The thrust stand assembly with

the thruster mounted fact 	 is shown in Fig. 1.

A.	 Float
P

The float is an open top cylindrical ring of U-shaped cross see.-

tion. Its volume is such that it will support 28.8 lb/in, of immersion

in mercury, The pan or container for the mercory is also a U cross

section to allow a central passage for electrical leads and to provide a

well for the thruster feed system reservoir. The clearance between

the float and the pan walls is 1-3/8 in, at the surface of the mercury in

order to minimize surface tension effects (which may result from the

liquid-solid interfaces if mercury should adhere to the float and pan walls),

In order to inhibit the adherence of mercury, the contacting surfaces of

both ^'he pan and float have been coated with teflon,

B	 Electrical Conductor Cables

A commercially available electrical cable with insulation capable

of withstanding the high voltage and sufficient flexibility for this applica.

tion was obtained from Cicoil Corp. of Chatsworth upon the recomm-enda-

if	 tion of the R&D Division of Hughes Aircraft. The R&D Division also pro-

duces a flexible cable which is lighter than that produced by the Cicoil

Corp.;- however, it 
was not recommended because of its limited current

cal eying capacity and because this contract requires omnidirectional

flexibility of the cable.

3
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	 A test fixture has been fabricated for measuring the low forced,
such as the resistance to flexing of the electrical cables between the
fixed and thn floating portion of the thrust stand. The test fixture is a
one degree of froodom air bearing consisting of a triangular cross see—
Lion plenum perforated on two surfaces with many small, holes and a
slider which fits closely over the perforated surfaces, 	 Pressurizing
the plenum with ai,r or nitrogen causes the slide to lift, and a virtually
friction free system results. Tilting the plenum will cause the slide to
move to the lower end, of the plenum. 	 With no restraints the amount of
tilt required to start the slide moving is le ss than 0.0005 in, on the
12 in 	 long plenum, The motion of the slide is detected by the optical
sensor designed and reported during Phast. I of this program. 	 With
the sensor electronic circuitry employed at present, a sensitivity of
0. 0018 in. per 100 mA i',i obtained. 	 With a slide weight of 250 g, includ-
ing the sensor aperture, counterweights, and half of the cable weight, it
is possible to determine the spring rate of the cable by measuring the
displacement of the slide as the air bearing plenum is tilted through a
few degrees of arc from the following:

I
k = _L_- .

where

k

W

P I	 Ah

L

spring rate of the cable, pounds per inch

weight of the slide, grams

displacement of the airbearing plenum on one
end, inch

length of the plenum between pivot and microm-
eter tilt mechanism, inches

displacement of the slide from null to equilibrium
-with Wh/L force.

7



A test of two cables with opposing; 90 0 twists indicates that this
cable configuration results In a spring rate of 0.05 lb/in. Because
the thrust stand at null will remain well within 0.0005 in. of its ini-
tial position, the forces from the leads will be

F e (5 x 10' 2 lb/in.) (5 x 10 -4 in.) (8 leads) = 2 x 10 -4 lb,

which is comparable to the force to be measured.
Several conductor cable configurations have been tested during

this period, with the results shown in Table Y. Because the cable must
be able to move freely in all three axes, the looped cable is the most
desirable configuration, The direction sensitivity shown between tests
8c and 9 is undesirable. It was thought that splitting the insulation
between conductors, as in test 4, would reduce the effective ''web'' thick-
ness and result in a direction insensitive flexible cable; however, the
test results do not support this assumption.	 Theset show instead an incon-
sistent spring rate which at present is attributed to the random rubbing of
the strands against each other.

A helically wound cable configuration would result in a low spring
rate and be insensitive to direction. The supplier of the cable was not
able to provide specific instructions for coiling or forming the cables.
Long duration immersion of coiled cable in solvents (such as acetone,
alcohol, or trichlorethylene) or heating at 260°C were suggested as
possible means of setting the cable. Further investigation suggested
the possibility of chemical catalyst and sulfur , vulcanization at the
temperatures of the previous air firing. l ' 2 The first method tried was
to immerse the cable in methyl- ethyl- ketone (MEK) after heating at
2800 0 for 30 min and then reheat to 280 0 C to drive out the MEK. In
one case the coiled cable had a small spring-back when released from
the mandrel.. A second trial resulied in blistering of the insulation.
Sulfur vulcanization by sprinkling flowers of sulfur directly on the
coiled cable caused the cable to adhere to the mandrel.

8
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Heat aging of the cable at 260 Q C in air yielded the most consis-
tent results, Several samples were prepared and aged for varying
lengths of time, The best results were obtained after a 4 hour aging
period; shorter aging resulted in partially sc a t coils, and longer aging
caused the insulation to adhere to the mandrel and to soften and tear
readily,

The 4 hour sample retained its resilience while holding the coil
l isc, t, 11 It could be stretched 50 to 60% and bent 45 to 60 0 without losing
its set; stretching or bending beyond these limits causes deformation.

Tests of the helically coiled cables with the coil ends clamped
perpendicular to the wires show that the spring rate of this configuration
is not direction sensitive and is 0,051 lb/in., which is slightly greater
than the spring rate of the cable in the direction perpendicular to its
width.

Close inspection of the coiled cable movement while it was
clamped as described above revealed that although five turns of cable
were held in the space between the two clamps, most (70 to 80%) of the
flexing occurred within the turns adjacent to the clamps, A fixture is
now being prepared for holding at least one turn of the cable; the heli-
cally formed cable will be installed in a cylinder and clamped against
the walls by means of an expanding cylindrical spring from within the
helix. This device should impart a stiffness to the first free turn, which
would cause all of the turns in the cable to be flexed equally and, result
in a lower spring rate.

C.	 force Motors

The force motor design goal was 1/Z lb of force for an input of
1/4 A at 15 V, The thrust stand analysis indicated that a force of
0. 1 lb would be adequate, and that the higher force capability of the
force motor would enhance the response of the system. The force
motor design is similar to that of a voice coil of a loudspeaker except
for the air gap. In a normal loudspeaker the air gap is very small and

11



the coil is usually a wire on a thin backing of paper, The coil  is

centered on the airgap by a diaphragm or a flat spring. The force

motor must be capable of accommodating both axial and lateral dis-

placement, and thus by necessity has a larger air gap than the loud-

speaker voice coil. The effect of this large air gap is then a signifi-
cant increase in the flux leakage at the air gap,

A design flux density of 2000 G was assumed for a 0. 25 in, air

gap of the magnetic; circuit. A coil diameter of 1 .50 in. was selected

based on the flux of Alnico V and the size of readily available plug mag-

nets, The coil width of 0, 375 in, was selected to overlap the pole

faces of 0. 313 in, by 10% on each side, The 0. 313 in. pole face width
at 1.438 in, diameter matches the cross sectional area of the plug mag-
net. Similar area matches were made throughout the iron, The magnet

assembly is 2-1/2 in, in diameter and 1^1/2 in. high.
Initial tests of the force motor showed a force of 0. 13 lb at

300 mA , The magnet was magnetized in situ and a nearly four-fold
increase in the force, to 0, 5 lb at 300 mA, was realized,

A Y, axi.3 force ii, otr,r assembly is shown in Fig, 2.
The x-y force motors are identical to that shown, except for the
mounting. The z force motors are mounted with their axes vertical
and the line of force is in the vertical direction. The x-y force motors
are mounted with their axes horizontal; the axes of the two x force
motors are perpendicular to those of the two y force motors,

A guide ring is pressed on the body of the magnet assembly. The
mount of the coil assembly has a machined shoulder which overhangs
the coil and fits within the guide ring of the magnet. The clearance
between the diameter of the shoulder and the guide ring is 0, 031 in.
and that between the coil an-d the magnet pole faces is 0.040 in. Thus
the guide-shoulder acts to protect the coil by stopping motion. It is
also intended as an aid in the installation of the force motor during
thrust stand assembly. The force motors must be positioned on the
tables as an assembly. If a 0. 03 in. thick split ring is places] in the

12
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clearance between the y shoulder and guide ring and 0..Oil in, pins are

placed through four holes in the guide rings to maintain the spacing

between, the bottom of the shoulder and the top of the magnet sub,

assembly, the force mater assembly is in the null position. The

split ic ing and spa( er pies skould be i.elt in plac=e until all of tllc # fore

motors area in position.

D. Photoelectric Displ.ac°ement Sens or

The displacement sensor described ira the previous quarterly

report will be used as designed, Some mounting modifications were

made to the original design to fit the later thrust stand design, Several

tests :made of the sensors verify the preliminary results reported

earlier.

E. Sensor-Force Motor Electronics

The proposed electronic control, loop configurations were dis-

cussed in the previous quarterly report, and a detailed analysis (paper

study and analog simulation) of the expected system performance was

presented. The major effort during this quarter has been directed

toward (1) hardware implementation and testing of electronics for a

single control loop; (2) de-sign and layout of the total: electronic sub-

system (control and instrumentation); and (3) procuring components.

The electronics for the single control loop, which was constructed

and to ste d, 1 s s ho wn in F ig . 3. T he component value s and the amp lif ie r s

indicated are those suggested (as nominal) for each of the eight control

loops to be used in the final system,

Although no completLdy realistic modes ; was available of the

actual dynamic load which the force motor will drive in the final system,

various closed loop tests were performed using the electronics of Fig, 3

and the mechanical setup shown in Fig. 4. The tests were intended to

determine qualitatively the compatibility of components, the ease of

compensation adjustments and their relative effects, the procedure for

simultaneous mechanical and electrical null adjustments, etc.

14
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Tho adjukablv i oivapt , n fiat ion gai
I 
it t onstailiti 11111( tiol *'t-d "S

expvtIed. The loop was unstable with only position inforimation and

bet ame tetablv as the derivative (rats) compentiation was inn roased

li,^,rror di.4plat vnwnt i ould bt- drivon it) v.-isvifflally vwrtj (ze ► ro a',-orilgv

va,hu,) by providing ii signal whit h is proportional it) the iutvj' t" ""j of

Lhe error. With all gain constants (K P , lid, x I ) ackpistvd it) appart,atly

saiisfa(tory valuos for reasonably we,11 damped transient responst-, no

eloctrital vwro drift was detected over a period of approxiiiiawly 6

hours at anibient rooni toxnpvrature .

The indicated displacenient. noise (dices to vibration of 
the 

bitild-

ink; , etc. ) was approxiniately 30 MV lank-to- peak (at 
the output of theI

sensor eh --c-tronics) and corresponds to a displavviiient of ±25 j ,,Jn. It

is of i-nore irnportance , that in this particular test settip 
the 

bacItground

vibration produced a for( e motor (..urrent variation equivalent to approxi-

mately ± 5 m1b. The wave shape at the sensor tended to be sinusoidal

(in the freqtiency range of 30 to 60 Hz) and the amplitude was deponde.-St

on the total weight placed ox-i the balance, decreasing with an increase in

weight. It should be emphasizod that this sinusoidal displacement had

very little effect on the indicated differs-ntial force when read ors a cur.-

rent meter with slow response. A static differontial force in the range

of 10 -4 lb could be accurately determined, Based on the above and

other pertinent information on the expeacted vibrational effects, a low

pass filter will be incorporated in the current/force instrimientat ion,

F.	 Vibration
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frame) of the floating portion of the thrust stand (called the table) The
damping and spring coefficients are denoted by B and K, respectively,
and F R is the restoring control force which is of course proportional
to the difference between X, and X,,, F E, is the thruster force compo-
nent associated with the model and is to be determined for a knowli .Y re

(measurement) of F R' M denotes the total mass of the table and
LL	 thruster. Although the model is highly idealized, it is sufficiently realis-

tic to give considerable physical insight into the vibration problem and
indicates possible solutions,

It can be assumed that X, is a known quantity since it can be
derived frovi-, experimental measurements of the acceleration spectrum.
In an attempt to follow (with some simplification) the notation of the
previous quarterly report, let

K M0FE (S)	 S	 (S 2 + a I S + a.)

GM(S) 	 2 1/M  KS + L S +M M

where

K	 x K rad/sec
0

	

	 D(-Wp ) / Ix

a	 K P /KD) rad/sec

	

a 2	K I /K D) rad/sec'

	

P	 force motor gain, lb/V

5Ex displacement transducer gain, V/in,ox

19
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K P
	

proportional gain, V/V

KD	derivative gain, V-sec/V

K 1	 integral gain, V/V- sec,

From Fig. 6 and the above notation, the block diagram shown
in Fig. 7 can be developed. For X 1 S-- 0 the configuration reduces to
one discussed in the previous quarterly report. The effects of X I can
be viewed equivalently as a disturbance force term which is superim-
posed on the thruster component F E for a thrust stand in a vibration
free environment, Therefore, Fig, 7 is an equivalent representation of
the block diagram of Fig. 6 where the disturbance force F V is given by

F V (S) = [ SB + K + G E (S) ] x I(S))

= G V (S ) X 1 (S)  .

Now assume that the compensation gains are adjusted such that

a K 
p 
/KD B/M1 

a2 K I /K D K/M

Then	 (S) + KD
 S + R,/S) whereGV = (ff P 

R = K B +K
p	 0

KD = K 0 M + B

Kz K 0 K

hence F.V.  is the weighted sum of the integral, the derivative, and the
scaled value of X

20
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Fig. 6.	 Block diagram of simplified model.
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i	 The closed loop transfer Sanction becomes

r  K°
G (S) ^. 	 l	 T	 l

S + K	 ST + 1 '	 Ko	 o
r

Hence

FE (S )	 F.V (S)
FR(S) _ ST + 1 + 

ST + 1

f, ^ F RF (S) + FRV (S) .

3
If Z denotes the actual vibrational displacement of the support struc-
ture, then X 1 can be given by Z(S) = A(S) X 1 (S) where A(S) repre-
sents the mechanical transfer function of the coupling to the thrust
stand pan. F R .V. is therefore

(-KK + K S + K /S) A(S)
x

p	 DF	 (S)	 -	 z(S)
RV	 {	 (ST + 1)

For the chosen model and values of gain coefficients the prob-
lem becomes one of determining FRE from a measurement of FR.
The most attractive methods for obtaining accurate measurements of
FRE	 are to reduce	 F 	 by isolating the thrust stand from the vibrating
support structure (make	 JA(S) I « 1	 for all frequencies of interest) or

to separate	 FRE from F R by sufficient low pass filtering, or a combina-
tion of both of the above methods.

A vibration survey of the 9 ft vacuum chamber was performed.
Various modes of chamber operation were investigated.	 Significant in-
creases in vibration levels were observed during the operation of the

u holding pump for the chamber diffusion pump, at the initiation of the
filling of the LN2 cryowall, and the filling of the diffusion pump	 LN2

baffle.	 Fortunately all three of these functions can be turned off manually
during the thrust stand test and thus do not affect chamber vacuum per-
formance.	 The significant result of the vibration survey was the
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observation of an acceleration peak of 3 x 10' .3 g occurring at 25 flz.
The frequency range is such that it may affect the thrust stand opera-
tion, imposing a background noise to the sensor which cannot be
filtered out without affecting system response and sensitivity.

Vibration isolators in the form of air inflated cushions have
resonance frequencies on the order of 1 .5 Hz which could be employed
to isolate the thrust stand platform from the chamber. However, be-
cause there is some concern about employing such a system within
the vacuum chamber, other alternatives are being investigated, The
most attractive alternative is the relocation and upending of a 4 ft
chamber. It will be mounted on columns and a pneumatic vibration
isolator will be located at the interface between the chamber and the
column. Other equivalent vibration isolators will be located in the
forepump and roughing pump lines. The isolators will be external to
the vacuum chamber, so that the earlier problem of air leakage from
the isolators into the vacuum, will be eliminated. A preliminary sketch
of the 4 ft diameter chamber in the upright position is shown in Fig. 8.

O.	 Thrust Stand Design SummarX

During the early part of this program the major emphasis has
been on the design, fabrication, and test of the major components of
the thrust stand. The detailed design of the over-all thrust stand is
90% complete, at this point the total "floated" weight of the thrust
stand and the thruster system is required so that the center of gravity w
and the center of bouyancy may be determined and the counterweight
assembly design may be completed.

f1
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Preliminary sketch of the 4 ft diameter chamber in the up-
right position.
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III.	 THRUSTER DESIGN

A 30 em oxide cathode thruster designed and tested under a
HACK sponsored research program, is used for this program. This
design is essentially a scaled tip SERT II thruster, except that the
ionization' chambe r length was maintained at 15.2 cm, in accordance
with the findings of Richley and Kersl.ake3 and Xl,RL contract
NAS 3-9703, Other modifications are the incorporation of a center
support betwrucn the accel and screen electrodes, and accel electrode
insulator supports attached through a double leaf spring arrangement
(as shown in Fig. 9) to absorb the bending torque which would be trans-
mitted to the screen electrode as a result of the differential in thermal
expansion. The propellant enters the ionization chamber through two
vapor lines, which feed into a manifold located within the chamber. The
propellant passes into the ionization chamber through twelve outlets
which are covered with a fine mesh screen, This configuration was em-
ployed to reduce the possibility of external leakage of the mercury vapor.
Leaks which might occur between the manifold and back plate would
remain within the ionization  chambe r and thus be less critical.

The thruster structure has been designed considering simple
sheet metal fabricating techniques in order to reduce thruster weight,

"	 Thus, some of the complex structural configurations which might be
formed by spinning were formed from simple sheet configurations and
,fusion heliarc welded to the desired configuration. For example, the

. propellant manifold mentioned above could be formed by drawing or
spinning from a single sheer. It is a ring with a cross section shaped
like a squared off Greek letter capital omega, formed by rolling two
strips into hoops and adding three rings.
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A.	 Accel Electrod ,e Support

The accel electrode support and insulator is shown 
in 

Fig. 9. The

tang with the four holes in it is normally attached to the scr(^en clectrode.

xho cylindrikal pieces in the, center are the insulator shiclds; tilt, irlbula-

tor is completely shit,.Ided, The two flat vertical intimbers shown to tho

left of the insulator are hlaf springs. Another pair, cant, ( ►f whi "Ai is vis-

ibt(- ii) this bltetk hj i.f located on thc right side, Thj.,s support k unfigura-

tion was dwsignc d to provide flexibility between the accel and tik-,roon.

Differential expansi on between the accel and s creen electrode will im-

part a minimum bending moment on the outer edges of the screen lie-

cause 
the 

double sprii-7igs will buckle equally and maintain the two inter-

connv(-t( ,;d mounting surfaces parallel, The accel clectrode. is mountod

to the support assembly by 
the 

screw shown on the &Retcli. During tho,

experimental portion of the; program, the at, c(A (Aet trode will be dib -

placed in incremental amounts laterally, rotationally, and axially. The

support will then be inverted with the tang attached to a ino"nting ring,

of the motion. generator (described later) which encircles the thruster.

l3. 	 Thruster Electrodes

The thruster electrodes were fabricated by an outside vendor by

matched drilling on numerically controlled automatic tape drilling ma-

chines, Because they are match drilled they will index only one way.

Our experience indicates that it is prohibitively expensive , to make elec-

trodes which are- 
in to r change able and capable of being indexed along six

axes, The electrode mount spacing is that which has been adopted for

all of the 30 cm thrusters now being built at Hughes Resear-'h Labora-

tories, rho. screen electrode is 0.030 in. thick and the openings are

0. 188 in. in diameter. The center - to- center spacing is 0. 211, in. re-

sulting in an open area of 72. 2%. The accel electrode openings are

0. 140 in. in diameter with an open area of 40, 5%. The accel electrode

is 0. 100 in. thick.
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The material specified for the electrodes is are-cast molyb.
denum. The material as received from the producer was annealed
at 16500E (9000 C) for 1 hour. A 0.020 in. bow was observed in the
screen electrode and a 0.004 ink bow was observed in the accel elec-
trode after machining, The electrodes were fixtured between Iwo
Blanchard ground steel plates to be stress relieved and flattened at
90000 in a vacuum furnace for 1 hour. The fixture consisted of two
heavy (125 lb each) Blanchard ground steel plates coated with a 5%
weight solution of Bayrnal in water as an ant seizing agent, A 0.005 in,
thick molybdenum sheet coated on both surfaces with Baymal was placed
between the plates and the electrodes and between the (electrodes. The
electrodes were also coated on both sides, The antiseizing agent and
the thin molybdenum sheets were used to prevent "cold" welding in
vacuum, Tice interface between molybdenum pieces probably would
not be subject to "cold" welding at this temperature but the steel,
plates will without the antiseizing coating,

After stress relieving and flattening, the electrodes were flat
within 0.00? in, over their entire surface.

C.	 Center Support

A drawing of the center support is shown in Fig. 10. It pro-
jects into the upstream or ionization chamber side of the electrodes,
.A. minimum cone shaped nut is placed in the downstream or beam side
to roduco the possibili ty of beam interception. The cup is attached to
the screen electrode by a 900 included angle cone shaped shoulder on
the bushing which screws into the cup, through a matching counter-
sunk center hole in the screen. electrode. The end of the bushing fits
flush with the surface of the screen electrode, The insulator fits
freely in the cup and bushing and is attached to the bottom of the cup.

Threaded end fittings are swaged over the ends of the solid alumina rod
insulator. In addition to being a mount for one end of the insulator, the
cup also acts as a shield from surface contamination, The other
threaded end fitting of the insulator passes through a clearance in the
a.ccel electrode hole and is held by the cone shaped cap, The metal
parts of the center support are fabricated of tantalum because of its

30
elevated temperature properties and room temperature ductility.
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D	 Ac;cel Electrode Motion Generator and Monitor

To effect the electrode displacement predicted and analyzed in

Phase x of this program, a mec°hani.sm is required which will. move
the accel electrode axially, laterally, and rotationally, and also tilt

the accel with respect to the screen in varying amounts. A mechanism

for these motions would require the capability of producing the srnall

motions repeatedly, ('Total excursions: 0.020 in. axially, axial tilt,

laterally and rotationally at the outer bounding opening of the accel

electrode.) A system employing three solenoid driven stepper motors

with a cam actuator for axial motion was described in the previous

quarterly. With such a system the greatee t problem woiy id be to obtain

exact operation of each motion generator.

A spring column system has been designed which will operate

with one stepper motor, This system is shown in Fig. 11. The motion

generator base platform is attached directly to the floating sensor force

motor platform, The thruster is mounted to this base platform. Eight

leaf spring columns are attached around the periphery of this base plat-

form, with each column slightly buckled radially inward. The columns

are held in the buckled attitude by two cables each passing over sheaves

attached to the centers of four columns, The cables are attached to the

shaft of a stepper motor through an eccentric arm. Rotation of the shaft

of the stepper motor result's in shortening of the cable, causing the

column to buckle more and reducing the axial separation of the accel

from the screen electrode. A 1800 rotation or six pulses of the stepper

motor produces the maximum axial motion, Another 180 0 returns the

accel electrode to its original position.

As mentioned above two lengths of cable are employed, each

working on four columns. One end of the cable is fixed to the platform.

T,he other end of the cable is attached to an eccentric on the shaft of a

second stepper motor. Actuation of this stepper motor will cause the

four columns on that cable to buckle, resulting in tilting of the accel

electrode with respect to the screen electrode.
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Fig. 11.	 Spring column system.
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This motion generator system is now being fabricated. The

stepper motor used is a commercial solenoid operated ratchet device.

Lach actuation produces a^ 30
0 
rotation of the shaft, Six inch ounces

of torque is available at the shaft. For a total eccentric excursion of

0. 20 in, or 0. 10 in, arm length, 60 oz of force is -. , ailable. A simi-

lar stepper motor was designed at HRL, with an overrunning clutch

drive instead of the ratchet drive, The overrunning clutch is a com-

mercially available unit which be(.,ame erratic in operation after

30, 000 cycles at 1300 0. The major problem appears to be the use of

pla3ti.c carriers for the clutch rollers, This design was discarded in

favor of the positive ratchet drive,

A third plate is employed for the electrode lateral and rotational

displacement. This third plate is positioned on the axial plate and is

displaced by a third and fourth stepper motors. The displacement is

produced by a c am cape rating in properly oriented cam followers. The

cam followers consist of two plates with elongated holes. Two plates

are used to provide a simple adjustment of the follower to the cam,

The motion monitor is a commercially produced induction, trans-

former. Tests of this device have shown that the best sensitivity is

obtained at 400 Hz into the primary coil, The sensitivity obtained was

in the 1, 5 mV output/ 
/ 
V--input 0, 001, The device is not sensitive to

radial displacement of the movable core .. nor do elevated temperatures

to 130 0 0 affect its sensitivity. One monitor will indicate the axial posi-

tion of the accel electrode ane second will be positioned to sense its

lateral and radial displacement.

Measurement of the electrode surface contours during thruster

operation was described in the previous quarterly report, The pins

and alignment telescope were used on a bench ther--I al test of the screen

and accel electrode.
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Electrode Thermal Tests

N

w

z

A.

Three thermal bench tests were performed to simulate the
thermal load on the electrodes. The first and second tests were per-
formed with only the screen electrodes; in the first the screen elec-
trode was mounted with the edges free except at one point. The
thermal gradient across the face: of the electrode was maintained
at approximately 33 0 G G. The second test was performed with the
screen electrode and the edges clamped, The third test was per-
formed with the accel electrode in place, the center support attached,
and the screen electrode edges free except at one point,

The main mounting of the electrode was the screen collar of
the thruster structure, which was supported by three machinists angle
plates positioned on a large granite surface I.late. A screen pole piece
was attached to the collar and the screen electrode was, placed on top,
of it exactly as it would be on tl;e thruster. The assembly was leveled
by placing a groundga xge block o-i the screen electrode near each angle
plate support and checking its height on the alignment scope, A cir-
cular concentric three element electrical heater was located about
4 in. below the screen electrode. A cylindrical radiation shield of
approximately the diameter of the anode was placed around the heater
and extended toward but not touc' 'ng the electrode. Each of the three
elements was separately controlled through a variac.

The results of these tests are shown in Figs, 12 through 14,
Figures 12 through 14 show the difference between the heights of the
ends of screws attached to the screen electrode along three diameters
for tests 1 through 3. Figure ,15 shows the height of a reference block
of tungsten placed adjacent to the screws protruding through the open-
ings in the accel electrode in test 3. The figures show a ''potato chip''
unstable effect of thermal loading on ''flat'' plates. The electrodes
were stress relieved and flattened before the tests were set up. In
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setting up the test the electrodes were heated and handled and may
have been subjected to high localized stretsees which were suff1w
dent to initiate local distortions of varying magnitude and direction.

After th.1; tests were completed the electrodes were inspected.
for any deformation that might have occurred, A deformatiDn of
4 mils was measured in the aecal and 12 mils in the screen.

fi
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IV, THRUSTER TEST RESULTS

chamber and too tee, TheTh, thruster was installed in the 9 fl,
first test performod with eight 13/64 x 45/64 in. rectangular cross
sect n perinancjit mugnets showed a discharge in6tability which wits
attributed to a high magnetic field. Higher than normal accelerator
drains were also obiierv(-d, but they were later attributed to misalign.
ment of the clectrodes. The ongine was removed aiid two of the eight
magnets removed. The alignment of the accel electrode to the screen
clextrode was che(kod and corrected and the thruster was reinstalled
in the chamber,

Be(ause of the in( reased spacing betwoen the magnets, the
azimuthal variations in ixiagnetic field increased to the point that intens-

ity variations in the dischavge plasma could be observed visually. The
thruster performance. was erratic and relatively poor.

The permanent magnets were replaced with twelve electromag-
netp and the thruster was again testerl . With this configuration the
tf.ruster was operated at I A of beam current at a propellant utiliza-
tion offiell ency of 000% and an ion cl imber performance of about
200 eV/ion, Ten permanent magnets with a cross section of 9/64 by
25/64 in. were L,,istalled and stable operation at beam currents ranging
from 900 to 1400 mA was measured at E: o cel drains of 0. 4 to 0. 5%.
The discharge chamber peviurmance during this test was 220 eV/ion

the accelerator and screen tempera-at Pk mass utilization of 85	 5%
tures measured during this run at the periphery of the electrodes were
225°C and 228°C, respectively.
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V.	 C'ONCLUSIONS

The ronclusionh from the work poriort red during this quarter
are listed below.

Tests of a breadboard fom o rnotor:-sensor loop indi(atv buffi-
cies., t sensitivity and gain to measure thrust on the order of 10** 4 lb,
The effects of external excitations (i. e. , vibration) should be isolated
mechanically so that accurate me astir emenU may be obtained, A
4 it diameter chamber is being relocated and mounted on vibration
isolators.

Thruster performance will meet the specified propellant utili-
zation efficiency by the sitAection of the proper number and size of the
permanent magnets.

Thrust stand design and fabrication is approximately 80%
complete.

43
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V1. 'WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED

The following tasks remain to be accomplished.

1. Thruster test ve,i,h moro permanent magnets of a
smaller cross section. Thruster test with ac;cel
electrode motion generators.

2. Complete thrust stand design; Determine floating
weight, design counterweight mechanism, design
feed system reser-oir and heater. Assemble

r	 thrust stand and bench test.
ry	 3.	 Integrate thruster and thrust stand. Perform

evaluation tests of integrated system.
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